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The! effectiveness! of! Reliability3centered! Maintenance! relies! on! its! maintenance! framework! that! has!
been! integrated! into! the! system.! The! system! can! be!mechanical! equipment,! production! process! or! a!
combination! of! both.! Predictive! modeling! is! a! concept! in! Predictive! Maintenance! within! Reliability3
centered!Maintenance!that!enables!the!operator!to!predict!the!performance!of!the!system!and!decide!
the! maintenance! schedule.! This! model! provides! a! huge! advantage! when! compared! with! other!
maintenance!schemas!as!it!tells!when!a!component!is!going!to!fail!in!the!future,!thereby!helping!us!plan!
the!maintenance!process!and!calculate!the!Remaining!Useful!Life!of!the!components!in!the!system.!This!
research! focuses!on!developing!a!predictive!model! for!an!aircraft! system.!This!model!will! live!capture!
the!performance!of!the!components!in!an!aircraft!by!tapping!on!in3situ!sensor!data!and!runs!through!an!
algorithm!to!predict!its!future!performance.!!The!algorithm!developed!uses!the!concept!of!Multivariate!
regression! from!Machine! Learning! and!Hidden!Markov!Model.! !Multivariate! regression! converts! non3
















given! period! of! time! under! the! stated! conditions.! RCM! focuses! on! this! probability! and! gives! a!
maintenance! schema! that! will! increase! the! reliability! of! the! system.!With! increased! reliability! comes!
more!uptime!and!less!cost!for!maintenance.!The!US!Air!Force!first!invested!its!resources!to!research!on!
RCM!when!they!had!to!maintain!their!aging!aircrafts!with!less!budget!and!time.!The!idea!was!to!have!an!
aircraft!made!with! reliable! components! that! have! a! longer! time! to! fail.! But!most! of! the! aircraft! that!
needed!maintenance!were!already!manufactured!and!the!only!way! to! increase! their! life! is! to!have!an!
effective! maintenance! schema.! Nowlan! and! Heap! [1]! published! a! report! titled! “Reliability3centered!
maintenance”!after!years!of!work!and!research!on!the!topic!and!concluded!that!it!is!the!way!to!achieve!
inherent! safety! and! reliability! capabilities! at! minimum! cost.! ! The! report! also! states! that! it! is! a! time!
consuming,! resource! intensive!process!that!will!give!a! level!of! reliability! that! is! the!maximum!possible!
under!the!given!conditions!of!system!usage.!This!level!is!established!by!the!design!of!each!item!and!the!
manufacturing!processes!that!produced!it.!!
The! above! explanation! from! the! report! clearly! states! that! any! asset! management! program! should!
address!maintenance!in!all!phases!of!development.!The!RCM!cannot!survive!in!a!system!that!has!been!
poorly!designed!with!unreliable!components!and!parts.!Thus,!it!is!important!that!we!apply!this!schema!
right! from! the! early! stages! of! development! of! a! system! to! cash! out! all! the! available! life! form! the!
components.!There!are!also!many!different!maintenance!schemas!developed!by!the! industry!to!tackle!
the! reliability! problem,! but! not! all! are! classified! as! RCM.! According! to! the! SAE! JA1011! standard,! the!












The! goal! of! the! RCM! is! to! answer! the! above! questions! for! each! sub! system.! In! most! cases,! the!
answer! is! not! straightforward! and! we! need! to! perform! some! analysis! to! find! it.! RCM’s! primary!
procedure! is! to! apply! some! analytical!methods! to! find! the! answers! for! each! step.! The! analytical!
methods! involved! are! identifying! failures,! criticality! analysis,! failure! mode! effective! analysis,!
maintenance!task!determination!and!maintenance!packaging.!These!steps!are!common!throughout!



















and! reacts! according! to! the! need.! The! con! here! is,! the! component! may! fail! at! any! time! and! the!
maintenance!crew!may!not!be!available!to!repair!at!the!required!moment.!Predictive!Maintenance!is!a!
type! of! this! maintenance! schema! that! aims! to! predict! the! condition! of! the! system,! i.e.! when! a!
component!in!a!system!is!going!to!fail.!This!is!advantageous!because!if!we!know!when!the!component!is!
going! to! fail,! we! can! schedule! maintenance! accordingly.! This! brings! the! benefits! of! the! entire!
maintenance!schema!in!one!place!and!establishes!a!cost!effective!solution.!!
For!the!advantage!stated!above,!the!current!research!focuses!on!Predictive!Maintenance!schema!of!the!
RCM.! This! thesis! uses! an! aircraft! as! its! system! of! application! to! apply! the! concepts! of! predictive!
maintenance!and!propose!a!method! that!would!effectively!put! forward!a!maintenance! step!with! less!
cost!and!more!uptime.!!As!explained!earlier,!RCM!should!be!applied!to!all!phases!of!development!and!in!
some! cases! its! overall! effectiveness! depends! even! during! the! maintenance! repair.! The! technician!
performing! the! repair! should! be! adept! with! the! working! of! the! system! and! the! troubleshooting!
methods.!With!recent!advancements!in!complex!technologies,!it!is!hard!for!these!technicians/repairmen!








There!are!numerous! journals! that!have!published!their! findings!on!Predictive!Maintenance! (PdM)!and!
how! they! can! adapt! this! schema! for! their! application.! As! defined,! PdM! is! the! method! of! having! a!
maintenance! schema! that! enables! us! to! predict! the! life! states! of! the! components.!We! can! apply! this!




output!at! the! third!one! to! illustrate! their!proof.! !The!elements! in! the! flow!system!had!multi! states!of!
performance! and! they!used! this! performance! factors! to!determine! the!most! impact! causing! terms.!A!
PdM! schema!was! developed! based! on! those! identified! impacting! parameters.! So,! they! used!Markov!
Model!to!quantify!the!states!and!obtained!a!degradation!rate!based!on!the!decrease!in!performance!for!
each!operation!cycle.! !The! important!take!away!from!this! journal! is!the!performance!factors!that!they!
introduced! to! measure! the! predictive! model! parameters.! Restoration! Factor! (RF)! was! one! of! the!
parameters!that!were!introduced!by!them,!which!is!defined!as!the!ratio!of!mean!performance!after!each!
maintenance!step.!If!the!performance!increased!after!each!maintenance!step!then!the!RF!will!be!higher!
and! the! system!will!be! restored! to! its!healthy! status.! They!also!went!on! to!provide!other!parameters!









external! factors! such! as! environment,! operator! behavior,! etc.! All! these! parameters!were! numerically!





idea!was! applied! to! an! actuator! to! calculate! the! degradation! rate! of! that.!With! that! information,! the!
remaining! useful! life! of! the! actuator! is! calculated.! RUL! can! be! used! to! apply! a! Conditional! based!








it.! It! also! opened! a! new! field! of! application! of! PdM,!which!was! the! optimization! of! the! process.! The!
inputs! were! the! information! from! various! stations! of! the! manufacturing! line! and! it! is! collected,!
processed! and! segregated! according! to! the! algorithm.! This! algorithm! gives! a! state! in! which! we! can!
establish! a! Bayesian! network! that! can! predict! the! outcome!of! the! system!based!on! the! input! values.!!
With!that,!the!degradation!of!the!silicon!chips!was!also!modeled!by!using!Hidden!Markov!Models.!HMM!
gives!the!path!that!the!component!goes!through!before!it!is!degraded!to!a!final!state.!Compared!to!the!
work! of! Langeron,! this! HMM!model! does! not! use! a! numerical! rate! to! calculate! the! degradation! but!
!!
7!
instead!used!an!established!constant!parameter!called! lambda.!This!determines! the! rate!at!which! the!
component! is! getting! degraded.! From! that,! a! decision! support! tool! is! also! integrated! to! the! schema,!
which!helps! in!making!effective!decisions! regarding! the! failure!of! a! particular! line! in! a!manufacturing!
plant.!Much!of! the! knowledge! for! this! research!was! acquired! from! the! readings!of! this!work! and! the!
background!research!conducted!by!Liu.!





























Out! of! these! types,! the! current! research! is! inclined! to! support! the! PdM! schema,! which! is! a! way! to!






• Top!management!understanding!of! the! true!cost!of!poor!maintenance,!which! is! several! times!
initial!estimate!
• Sustained!management!leadership!and!absolute!commitment!




































for! the! system! under! study! and! the! transmit/receive! method! we! are! going! to! implement.! ! The!
components!that!need!to!be!monitored!in!system!with!lot!of!sub!systems!are!determined!by!conducting!
a! Failure!Mode! Effective! Criticality! Analysis! (FMECA)! on! the! system.! The! analysis! takes! all! the! failure!







This! must! be! taken! into! account! while! calculating! the! health! of! that! component.! From! studies! and!




Analysis! of! the! sensor! data! is! the! next! step! in! the! predictive! modeling! process! and! it! is! the! most!
important! one.! This! research! concentrates! on! this! step! of! the! process.! Data! from! the! sensors! are!
collected!in!the!Data!Acquisition!System!and!it!is!then!sent!in!to!the!Health!&!Usage!Monitoring!System!
























Sensor!data! from!the!system!usually!has!many!variables!because!of! the!different!parameters! that!are!
being!monitored.!This! is!the!reason!the!first!part!of!the!analysis!step! is!called!as!Multivariate!analysis.!







These!are!not! the!only! systems! that!might! fail! in! an!aircraft.!But! these!are!more! important!ones!and!
require!prime!maintenance!activity!and!we!consider!those!in!this!research.!!













SOM!uses!the!approach!of!using! ‘neurons’! to!organize! itself.! It! is!hence!also!a! type!of!neural!network!
algorithm.! For! each! input! data! set,! there!will! be! neurons! associated!with! it! that! has!weigh! vector! of!
dimension!I,&where!I!is!the!dimension!of!the!input!parameters.!Hence!the!weight!vector!associated!with!
neuron!is!W!=! !{!!,!!,… ,!!}.!With!this!set,!the!SOM!takes!each! individual! input!value!and!calculates!
the!Euclidean!distance!between!that!data!and!the!neuron.!It!satisfies!the!condition,!
! ! −!!(!) < ! ! ! −!!(!) !!for!any!i,!provided!m!is!the!weight!vectors!and!c!is!the!WINNER!data.!
Once,!the!distance!is!calculated!for!all!input!data,!the!closest!input!value!(WINNER!DATA)!is!selected!and!
the!neuron!is!now!placed!at!the!mean!distance!of!that.!The!process!is!then!repeated!iteratively!until!we!
get! an! organized! order.! Another! important! thing! the! SOMs! do! to! achieve! efficiency! in! organizing! is!
Normalization.! [8]! It! converts! data! of! different! range! value! into! a! single! distribution!with! a! common!
mean!and!variance.!If!the!input!variables!are!! = ! {!!, !!,… , !!}!then!
!! = ! ! −min!(!)max ! −min!(!)!
All!this!might!be!similar!to!k3means!algorithm!but!this!SOM!also!does!organize!all!the!neurons!in!a!way!
that! similar! weights! are! placed! near! [9].! Similar! neighborhoods! are! grouped! together! using! the!
algorithm,!












If! nodes!A,!B! and!C! are! connected! to! a! common!node!D! then! it!means! that! the!action!of!A,!B! and!C!
affects!the!outcome!of!node!D.!It!is!also!possible!that!the!nodes!A,!B!and!C!are!also!interconnected.!!!
Here,! the! outcome! from! each! SOMs! are! represented! as! a! node! in! a! Bayesian! Network! (BN)! and! the!
dependency!between! these!states!are!calculated!by! running! the!BN.! It! is!a! two3step!process,! learning!









The! aim! of! this! simulation! study! is! to! check! the! validity! of! the! proposed! method! to! establish!




stations! in! a! real! aircraft!we! have! considered! only! 5! here! because! of! the! simplicity! in! explaining! the!
concept.! If! this! schema! is! to! be! applied! to! an! aircraft! with! more! than! 5! stations! then! appropriate!
number!of! feature!vectors!may!be!considered!and!added!to!the!matrix.!The!reason!we!are!calling!the!
variables!of! continuous!data! from!the! sensor!as! feature!vectors! is!because!we!are!going! to! represent!
!!
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them! in! vector! form.! By! this! way! we! can! do,! vector! quantization! of! those! values! (reducing! the!
dimensionality)!and!feed!it!to!Bayesian!Networks.!!!
Here,! the! feature! vectors! are! represented! as,! for! Engine! =! {! !!!,!!",… ,!!!! ! },! for! Wings/Flaps! =! {!!!",!!!,… ,!!!! !},!for!Avionics!=!{!!!",!!",… ,!!!! !},!for!cabin!parameters!=!{!!!",!!",… ,!!!! !},!and!
for! landing! gear! =! {!!!",!!",… ,!!!! ! }.! All! these! vectors! can! be! represented! in! matrix! form! and! be!
subjected!to!clustering!algorithms!of!SOM.!The!magnitude!of!the!vectors!in!each!station!is!in!a!different!
range!and!should!be!normalized!with!a!common!mean!and!variance.!To!explain!how!the!Self3organizing!
maps! convert! the! continuous! data! to! discrete! lower! dimension! values,! we! use! SOM! toolbox! from!



























Using! the!above!matrix! in! the!SOM!toolbox,!using!selforgmap! function! to! solve! the! input!matrix.! It! is!











dimensional! input! of! discretized! values! to! the! Bayesian! Network.! BN! takes! the! input! and! it! is! not!
dependent!on!the!values!of!the!variables!that!these!systems!give!out.!It!takes!the!states!of!the!system!to!
establish!a!conditional!probability!of!the!entire!system!and!how!individual!state!probability!affects!the!




































The! Avionics! sub! system! drives! the!Wings/Flaps! and! landing! gear,! and! cabin! parameters,! while! it! is!
dependent!on!the!engine!condition.!The!cabin!parameters!on!the!other!hand!also!depend!on!the!state!
of! the! engine! as! engine! powers! the! pressure! system! that! maintains! the! air! quality! inside.! This!
interconnectivity!is!not!entirely!the!same!as!found!in!a!common!aircraft,!but!it!is!similar.!More!complex!
dependencies!are!possible,!where!a!tiny!decrease!in!performance!of!a!single!sub3system!can!affect!more!





















E! A! P(C=!Healthy|E,A)! P(L!=!Fail|E,!A)!
Healthy! Healthy! 0.9! 0.1!
Healthy! Fail! 0.2! 0.8!
Fail! Healthy! 0.9! 0.1!











P(M)) L) W) C) E)
State!1!! +! +! +! +!
State!2! +! +! +! 3!
State!3! +! +! 3! +!
State!4! +! +! 3! 3!
State!5! +! 3! +! +!
State!6! +! 3! +! 3!
State!7! +! 3! 3! +!
State!8! +! 3! 3! 3!
State!9! 3! +! +! +!
State!10! 3! +! +! 3!
State!11! 3! +! 3! +!
State!12! 3! +! 3! 3!
State!13! 3! 3! +! +!
State!14! 3! 3! +! 3!
State!15! 3! 3! 3! +!

















On! other! hand,! we! can! also! monitor! the! states! of! output! of! the! system! and! conclude! which! of! the!
subsystems!is!going!to!fail!and!which!among!them!will!stay!healthy.!This!schema!serves!its!purpose!two3
way,!bottom3up!and!also!top3down.!Both!of!which!will!enable!us!to!predict!the!behavior!of!the!system.!







1! Known! Full! Maximum3likelihood!estimation!
2! Known! Partial! Expectation!Maximization/Markov!Monte!Carlo!
3! Unknown! Full! Search!model!






























significant! impact! on! the!overall! health! of! that! subsystem.!Health! of! the! subsystem!decides! the! total!
health!of!the!HUMS!system!in!the!system!under!study.!So,!we!can!safely!conclude!that!the!degradation!
of! individual! components!decides! the!health!of! the!aircraft.!Now! the!most! important!question!arises,!
how! do!we!monitor! the! degradation! of! components! in! an! aircraft?! The!most! common! and! effective!
solution! is! to!use!on3board! sensors! that! continuous!collect!and! transmit!data!about! the!health!of! the!
component.!Marquez!and!Perez![29]!did!research!on!various!types!of!in3situ!sensors!for!wind!turbine!to!




various! factors! such! as! placement! of! sensors,! precision! of! the! readings,! external! factors! we! may!
conveniently! use! that! with! a! degree! of! uncertainty! to! calculate! the! health! of! the! component.! ! The!
uncertainty! sometimes! seems! large! that! most! systems! these! days! still! use! preventive! maintenance,!
which!causes!system!to!be!"over3maintained"!or!"under3maintained".!Over!maintaining!of!a!component!
occurs!when!we!waste!the!remaining!useful!life!of!the!component!and!repair!it!before!it!breaks!down.!
Under!maintaining! occurs! when! an! unexpected! failure! occurs! between! the! two! repairs! or! when! the!
component!is!not!scheduled!for!repair.!This!is!the!main!reason!for!increased!cost!of!the!maintenance!in!







• Start! maintenance! schema! based! on! the! response! from! the! in3site! sensors,! advantage! to!
prepare!us!for!a!downtime!and!time!to!bring!the!repair!components!on!site!(or)!arrangements!
to!transport!the!part!to!OEM!
















• Since! a! particular! system! can! perform! multiple! operations! and! the! data! obtained! for! each!
operation,! it! is! difficult! to! establish! a! dependency! among! the! data.! This! in! turn! increases! the!
dimension!of!the!data!that!needs!to!be!analyzed!for!potential!health!hazard.!
Due! to! the! above! said! reasons,! the! best! way! to! approach! predictive! modeling! is! by! proposing! a!
component!degradation!analysis!method!by!having!different!discretized!states!rather!than!try!to!extract!
an! analytical! relation! between! the! data! of! various! operating! conditions.! These! discretized! states! are!
then! used! in! a! Hidden! Markov! Model! (HMM)! to! determine! the! relations! between! the! observable!




to! another.! The! model! developed! will! capture! this! connectivity! and! consider! the! effect! of! other's!
performance!on! its!own!when!calculating! the!probability!of! the! component.! The!advantage!of! this! is,!





To! understand! what! a! Hidden! Markov! Model! is! we! need! to! first! explain! the! definition! of! Markov!
process.! A! process! is! termed! as!Markov!process! if! the! future! is! dependent! only! on! current! state! and!








! !! !!,!!, . . ,!!!! = !(!!|!!!!)!!
where!!!,!!,…!!!!are!discrete!random!variables! that! represent! the!various!states!of!degradation!of!a!
component.!Then!from!Markov!model!we!have!the!joint!distribution!function!as,!
! !!,!!,…,!! = ! !! ! !! !! ! !! !! …… . !(!!|!!!!)!!
The! discrete! states! of! the! component! are! difficult! to! completely! observe! that! they! might! give!
incomplete!data,!which!may!affect! the!outcome!of! the! joint!distribution!effectively!miscalculating! the!
degradation!of!the!component.!This!can!be!solved!by!assuming!that!each!state!in!the!chain!hides!some!
information.! We! try! to! extract! this! information! by! creating! more! states! to! represent! this! hidden!








!!! !!! !!! !!! !!!




where!!!,!!,…!!!!are!discrete!random!variables! that! represent! the!various!states!of!degradation!of!a!
component!and!!!,!!,…!!!! are!discrete! random!variables! that! represent! the!various!hidden! states!of!
degradation!of!a!component.!
The!joint!distribution!of!the!Hidden!Markov!Model!is,!
! !!,… ,!!,!!,…,!! = !! !! ! !! !! ! !! !!!! !(!!|!!)!!!! !




any!other!state.!The!states!are!X!=!{!!,!!, . . ,!!}!




!!! ! = !!(!|!! = !)!,!where!i!!!{1,2,… .!}!
! The!above!equation!in!probability!mass!function!form!is!represented!as,!!






! !, ! = !!(!!!! = !|!! = 1)!,!where!i,!j!!!{1,2,… .!}!
!
• Initial)state)distribution:)The!initial!state!distribution!for!the!hidden!markov!model!is!given!as,))
) ! ! = !!(!! = !),!where!i!!!{1,2,… .!})
!
Therefore,! the! joint! distribution! of! the! Hidden! markov! model! can! be! written! in! terms! of! these!
parameters!as,!
! !!, . . ,!!,!!, . . ,!! = !! !! !!! !! !(!!!! !!!!,!!)!!!(!!)!
In! most! cases,! the! form! of! the! distribution! is! independent! for! the! above! probability.! Therefore,! the!
distribution!of!the!state!values!from!the!sensor!response!need!not!be!treated!as!Gaussian!distribution!
for!simplification!purposes.!!
For! complete! specification!of!HMM!we!need!values! for! two!model!parameters! (N&and&M)! .! There!are!
problems!in!using!this!model.!From!Yang!Liu![4],!
• Learning!problem:!Given! the!underlying!model!λ!=! (A,!B,!π)!adjust! the!model!parameters!A,!B!
and!π!to!maximize!the!probability!of!the!observation!sequence!P[O!|!λ].!!
• Decoding! problem:! Given! the! underlying! model! λ! =! (A,B,π)! and! observation! sequence! O! =!
{!!!!…!!}!find!the!most!likely!state!sequence!!Q!=!{!!!!…!!}!
• Evaluation!problem:!Given!a!model!λ!=! (A,B,π)!and!observation!sequence!O!=! {!!!!…!!},! the!




The! dynamic! programming! algorithms! known! as! the! Viterbi! algorithm! and! the! Forward3Backward!













































the! sensors! are! independent! of! each! other! and! then! the! emission! probability! can! be! calculated! by!
multiplying!emission!probabilities!of!individual!dimension.!In!summary,!we!have!
Predictive!Model!Step! HMM!algorithm!to!use!
To! find! the! probability! of! particular! output!
sequence!(here!particular!degradation!state)!
Forward!and!Backward!Algorithm!
To! find! the!most! likely! sequence!of!hidden! states!
that!has!generated!the!obtained!output!!
Viterbi!Algorithm!







With! the!model! proposed,! we! conduct! simulation! study! to! test! the! predictive! algorithm! schema.! To!
validate! the!model! we! consider! the! degradation! states! of! components! as! a! one3dimensional! Hidden!




















































































It! is!an! ixj!matrix,!where! i!=4! (Number!of!states)!and! j!=!10(Length!of!sequence).!Each!element!of! the!
matrix!gives!the!probability!that!the!component's!degradation!is!in!particular!state!and!sequence.!!!
Inference)from)the)Simulation)Study)
!From! the! simulation! study!we! did,!we! can! conclude! the! degradation! level! of! a! component! from! the!
output!probability!matrix.!The!state!that!has!the!highest!probability!has!the!most!likely!chance!to!occur.!
Also,!from!the!different!algorithms!mentioned!above!we!can!track!the!progress!of!degradation!from!the!





























the! abilities! of! technician! that! performs! the! troubleshooting! task.! ! While! most! OEMS! train! their!
technicians!on!troubleshooting!and!system!overhaul!there!are!still!cases!in!which!the!mechanical!system!
fails!in!a!way!that!they!have!not!experienced!before.!In!that!case,!the!technician!has!no!prior!knowledge!
of! how! to! treat! the! failure! and! what! is! the! procedure! to! restore.! ! To! aid! the! technicians,! all!
manufacturers!and!component!builders!started!providing!manuals.!That!manual,!a!paperback!book!has!




















These! classes! of! IETM! were! introduced! during! the! later! part! of! 1990s! to! give! a! structured! level! of!
advancement!to!be!achieved!during!the!process!of!IETM!development.!They!are!given!here!only!to!give!








This!class!of! IETMs!has!similar!kind!of!scanned! images!with! links! to! the! index!page!but!usually!carries!














follows! a! pyramid! hierarchal! pattern! with! parent3child! relations! established! depending! on! the!
dependency!in!the!real!mechanical!system.!The!most!important!factor!in!this!type!of!arrangement!is!the!








Class!V! IETMs! are! the! integration!of! the! technical! database!with! an! expert! system!with! training.! This!
class!also!follows!the!hierarchal!structure!and!it!has!in!addition,!an!expert!links!on!all!the!leaves!of!the!








This!class! is!multi! level!accessible!and! it!has! links! to!all! the!possible! resources! that!a! technician!might!
require.!He!can!also!access!the!data!sheets!from!the!OEMs!and!send!information!from!this!system.!The!
more! data! that! they! collect! the!more! expert! the! IETM!becomes.! This! enables! a! quicker!maintenance!

























Paper! is! heavy,! manual! for! an!
Oliver!Hazard! Perry! class! frigate!
is!21!tons!approx.!!
A! standard! CD! can! hold! 3400!
pages,! recently! all! are! placed! in!
flash! drive! that! is! less! than!
10ounces!
Volume!
Paper! takes! a! large! volume! and!
it! also! deteriorates! as! more!
people!use!!





They! are! complex! and! has!
multiple! booklets! for! a! single!
system! which! takes! time! to!
access!information.!!
Access!is!easy!as!it!is!searchable,!
and! it! follows! an! hierarchal!
structure!
Up3to!date!information!
Changes! and! updates! to! the!
manuals!takes!time!and!work!to!
be!done!
Database! is! interconnected! and!












instructions!may!be!misleading! a! technician!or! he!might! not! have! the!understanding!of! the! technical!
jargon! used! in! creating! those!manuals.! But! if! the!whole! process! uses! Interactive! Electronic! Technical!








by! setting! a! tone.! By! using! IETM,! the! technician! can! isolate! the! fault! by! backtracking! the! fault!
component! in! the! hierarchal! structure.! This!way! technician! can! identify! the! sub! system! that! is! under!








The! classes! of! ITEMs!explained! above!did! early! researchers!make! the! classifications! and! they! set! this!
track!of!evolution!for!it.!But!recently!development!of!IETM!could!not!reach!Class!V!for!various!reasons!
including! collection!of! resources,!building!an!effective!hierarchal! system,! retrieval!of! information,!etc.!
So,!in!order!to!compensate!for!the!loss!in!evolution,!they!took!a!radical!new!approach!of!having!virtual!




have! been! assigned! to! manage! the! system! by! the! original! equipment! manufacturer! usually! do! this.!
Virtual! environment! is! a! simulated! environment! where! real! people! learn!maintenance! by! simulating!
failures! in!computer3aided!system.!This!helps!to!train!personnel! in! issues!that!are!usually!expensive!to!
create! for! training.! ! Constructive! environment! is! a! simulated! experience!of! having! component! failure!
that!is!created!by!computer3aided!systems!to!create!combinations!of!failures!that!are!possible!to!occur!
in!a!system.!This!gives!a!wide!variety!of!failure!modes!that!are!then!used!to!train!the!personnel.!!
IETMs! can! tap! these! three! environments! and! learn! information! from! them.! Recent! studies! have!
suggested!that!using!these!environments!can!give!the!advantages!that!are!comparable!to!highest!level!
of! IETMs! that! can! be! developed! with! the! technology! available.! One! major! deciding! factor! before!
implementing!this!type!of!IETM!is!deciding!how!much!of!each!of!the!environment!should!be!considered!
while! deciding! to! develop! an! IETM! system.! Frank! and! Helms! [17]! proposed! a! technology3based!









the! repair.!While! carryout! repair,! it! would! be! an! additional! advantage! to! have! Interactive! Electronic!
Technical!Manual! (IETM).! ! The! IETMs! are! custom! developed! for! a! particular! system! and! it! serves! its!
purpose!of!linking!all!the!required!resources!to!the!technician!at!the!time!of!need.!!There!are!numerous!
IETM! providers! in! the! market! now! that! they! do! as! a! consulting! work! and! they! all! follow! the! same!
standards!to!establish!the!best!working!aid.!!!
The! current! research! proposes! the! following:! integrate! the! predictive! maintenance! schema! with! the!
IETM!database!for!seamless!working!and!resource!mining.!!
The!Health!and!Usage!Monitoring!System!(HUMS)!that!is!integrated!on!a!airplane!has!on3board!sensors!
that!collects!health! information!and!sends! it!to!a!DAQ!system!as!explained!earlier.!This! is!then!passed!
through!a!Predictive!maintenance!schema,!like!the!one!suggested!in!this!research,!to!predict!the!failure!
of! a! component! in! that! system.!The!proposal! adds! to! this! in! integrating! the! IETM!with! the!predictive!
maintenance! schema.! This! takes! the! outcome! of! the! predictive! maintenance! taken! to! the! IETM!
database,! which! evaluates! it! and! presents! the! operator/technician! with! the! required! instruction! to!
repair!the!component!that!has!been!predicted!to!fail.! In!other!words,!the! IETM!makes!sure! it! is!ready!













































This! thesis! has! proposed! a! method! of! developing! a! predictive! maintenance! schema! for! a! complex!
system! like! aircraft.! Predictive! maintenance! was! explained! in! general! with! some! background! on! the!
advancements!that!have!happened!over!the!years!in!this!field.!The!advantage!of!choosing!a!predictive!
maintenance!schema!over!other!types!of!maintenance!schema!was!explained!with!reasons!to!prove!the!
need! for! this! research.! In! the! system! considered,! the! algorithm! developed! has! used! the!multivariate!
regression! analysis! to! process! the! incoming! data! from! the! sensor! and! use! a! Bayesian! network! to!
establish!a!relation!between!the!different!sectors!of!the!system.!Extraction!of!data!from!in3situ!sensors!
and!collecting! it!at! the!data!acquisition!system!was!assumed!to!be!effective! task! in! this!model.!But! in!
reality,! one!might! have! to! consider!multiple! factors!while! designing! a! data! collection! and! processing!
system.!As!explained! in! the! literature!and! in! this! thesis,! the!data!collection!can!be!dynamic!as!well!as!
static.!In!dynamic!collection!the!model!is!installed!in!a!computer!system!that!is!placed!in!a!location!away!
from!the!system.!The!data!is!collected!and!brought!to!the!computer!to!be!analyzed!by!the!maintenance!
schema.! By! comparing! the! data! from! past! and! learning! from! the! new! one,! we! can! predict! when! a!
particular! component! is! going! to! fail! and! when! maintenance! action! is! required.! The! schema! also!
proposed!a!method!to!determine!the!degradation!rate!of!components!by!using!Hidden!Markov!Models.!
The!current!work!used!in3built!MATLAB!toolboxes!to!explain!the!concept!of!the!proposal!and!presented!
examples.! The! data! used! in! these! examples! are! random! initialized! from! the! numerical! system.! The!
results!from!these!samples!are!analyzed!to!find!the!health!status!of!the!component.!This!HMM!coupled!
with!the!multivariate!regression!model!that!we!used!before!makes!the!schema!predict!the!failure!of!a!
component! in! a! system.! This! whole! maintenance! schema! can! be! applied! to! a! static! system! as! well,!
where! the!data!acquisition!system! is! integrated!within! the!system!while! it! is!manufactured.!This!does!
the! job! of! predicting! the! health! of! components!without! any! human! interface! or! loss! of! transmission.!
Hence,! it! is! deemed! as! the! effective! method! and! is! usually! favored.! The! results! from! the! predictive!
!!
45!
maintenance! can! be! used! to! improve! the! capabilities! of! the! decision! support! tools! that! the! operator!
uses! to! conduct! maintenance! action.! The! maintenance! action! can! be! to! repair! or! overhaul! the!
component! in! a! system! or! to! replace! a! component! or! to! shut! down! a! production! line! based! on! the!
system!under!consideration.! In!any!case,! the!operator!needs! to!have!a!plan!of!action! to!decrease! the!
downtime.! If! one! of! the! production! lines! is! predicted! to! fail! then! it! is! suggested! to! ramp! up! the!




original! equipment!manufacturers! factory,! and! then! logistic! arrangements! should! be!made.!With! the!
maintenance! schedule! totally! defined! from! healthy! performance! to! failure! we! then! state! the!
significance!of! the! Interactive! Electronic! Technical!Manuals! in! predictive!maintenance.! Combining! the!
resources!from!live,!virtual,!and!constructive!environments!a!holistic!manual!is!put!together!that!has!all!
the! resources! needed! to! perform! a! repair! in! a! component.! This! also! educates! the! personnel! to! have!
knowledge!of!the!system!and!its!maintenance,!which!is!important!with!the!recent!advancements!as!the!
gap!between! the!worker!knowledge!and!system!development! is! significant.!This! class!of! IETM! is! then!












airplane! and! the! algorithm! can!be! installed! on! the! system.!Data! should! be! collected! from! the! critical!
components!of! that!system.!Data!collection!strategies!should!be!studied!as!dynamic!and!static!modes!
can!give!different!values.!Also,! the! location!of! sensor!on! the!component!affects! the! reading! from! the!
component.! A! complete! study! of! data! collection! mode! can! be! made.! This! data! should! then! be!
discretized!and!analyzed!by!using!SOM!toolboxes!and!then!set!into!Bayesian!networks!to!give!a!result!of!








available! to! put! Interactive! Electronic! Technical! Manual! together! for! the! system.! The! usage! of! live,!
virtual,! and! constructive! environments! can! be! varied! depending! on! their! availability! and! ease! of!
integration!to!the!system.!Then!the!proposed!method!of!using!IETM!with!predictive!maintenance!can!be!
used! to! perform! maintenance! work.! It! can! be! compared! to! a! normal! usage! of! IETM! without! the!
predictive!maintenance!and!visualize! the!exact!quantity!of!advantage!one!might!achieve! in!using! this.!
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